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Abstract—This paper presents Egeria, the first automatic synthesizer of advising tools for High-Performance Computing (HPC). When one provides it with some HPC programming guides as inputs, Egeria automatically constructs a text retrieval tool that can advise on what to do to improve the performance of a given program. The advising tool provides a concise list of essential rules automatically extracted from the documents and can retrieve relevant optimization knowledge for optimization questions. Egeria is built based on a distinctive multi-layered design that leverages natural language processing (NLP) techniques and extends them with HPC-specific knowledge and considerations. This paper presents the design, implementation, and both quantitative and qualitative evaluation results of Egeria.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Achieving high performance on computing systems is challenging. It requires programmers to have a deep understanding of the underlying computing systems and make proper implementations to effectively harness the computing power. The problem becomes more complicated with the rapid changes and increasing complexity of modern systems (e.g., many-core heterogeneous systems equipped with Graphic Processing Units) because the set of knowledge and specifications programmers have to master grows fast and continuously. Although performance profiling tools (e.g., HPC Toolkit [1], NVProf [2]) alleviate the problem by identifying the potential issues, they do not provide many guidelines on how to optimize the code to address the issues. Coming up with available solutions still demands lots of expertise specific to the underlying architecture.

Programming and optimization guides usually contain optimization rules. For example, both NVIDIA and AMD have published guides [3], [4] explaining the many intricate features of their Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) and programming models, the detailed guidelines and methods for developing code that runs efficiently on each major GPU model. Programmers could read them and try to apply what they’ve learned to optimize their code. Such documents, however, are often hundreds of pages long. It is difficult for application programmers to master and memorize all the knowledge, and quickly come up with all the relevant guidelines to apply when they encounter a specific program optimization problem.

In this work, we propose a framework named Egeria to bridge the gap between programmers’ demands for optimization guidelines and the hard-to-master programming guides. Egeria consists of two stages. The first stage is advising sentence recognition. When one provides Egeria with some HPC programming guides as inputs, it extracts a concise list of essential rules, called advising sentences, from the documents. The second stage is knowledge recommendation, which builds a text retrieval (TR) agent to interactively offer suggestions for specific optimization questions. The TR agent together with the list of advising sentences compose an advising tool synthesized by Egeria.

With such advising tools, programmers no longer need to memorize every optimization guideline or spend time to search. When encountering an optimization problem, they can just feed the advising tool either a performance profiling report of an execution of interest or some queries on how to solve certain specific performance issues. The tool will immediately provide a list of guidelines for solving those performance problems.

Recognitions of advising sentences require the analysis of the semantic and syntax of the sentences through some Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Egeria adopts a multi-layered scheme guided by HPC domain-specific properties. Advising sentences in programming guides for HPC share some common syntactic and semantic patterns and some special words and phrases related to performance improvements in HPC. Exploiting such features helps significantly simplify the problems. The multi-layered design integrates the HPC domain properties into the NLP techniques in each of the layers. Through treatments at the levels of keywords, syntactic structures, and semantic roles guided by the HPC special features, Egeria is able to successfully recognize advising sentences from raw programming guide documents. Coupled with some text retrieval techniques (VSM [5] and TF-IDF [5]), Egeria accurately finds the relevant advising sentences for users’ queries.

It is worth mentioning that Egeria itself is not a TR system but a generator of TR systems for various HPC domains. Having an easy-to-use generator of advising tools is essential for meeting the needs of HPC, thanks to its many domains and the fast changes in each of them. To our best...
knowledge, Egeria is the first auto-synthesizer of advising tools for HPC.

We conduct both quantitative and qualitative experiments to evaluate Egeria. In the experiments, advising tools are generated for CUDA programming on NVIDIA GPUs, OpenCL programming on AMD GPUs, and Xeon Phi programming on Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. Egeria is able to recognize the advising sentences from these programming guides with over 80% precision rates, significantly higher than other alternative methods. Its two-stage design makes it able to answer CUDA program optimization queries with a 80-100% accuracy, substantially higher than a single-stage design. Two user studies also demonstrate the overall usefulness of Egeria in easing their efforts in optimizing programs. This work extends our conference paper [6] in several aspects: (1) An adjustable relevance factor is added for users to control the number of retrieved results in Section 4; (2) A sensitivity study on the factor is reported in Section 5.3. (2) Several semantic-based techniques are explored for improving both knowledge recommendation and advising sentence recognition components in Sections 6 and 7. (3) A dependency-parsing selector is proposed to replace the SRL-based selector in Section 7.

2 OVERVIEW

Our goal is to enable automatic synthesis of advising tools that can give advice on what to do to improve the performance of a given program. We call those advice “relevant advising sentences”. Formally, we define “relevant advising sentences” as sentences in a given document that can serve as actionable solutions for an input query on improving certain performance aspects of a program (e.g., “how to improve memory throughput”). To determine whether each of the sentences in the given document belongs to the category of “relevant advising sentences” for the given query is a binary classification problem. This section gives an overview of our solution.

Egeria uses a two-stage design. As the top row in Figure 1 shows, the two stages consider the “advising” and “relevance” aspects respectively. The two boxes at the bottom part of Figure 1 give the more detailed illustrations of the two stages. The first stage, advising sentence recognition, recognizes all advising sentences from the given document. The second stage, knowledge recommendation, retrieves, from the set of advising sentences collected in the first stage, the sentences relevant to the input query through text retrieval methods, and returns them as answers to the user. The output from the first stage can also be directly reviewed by the user as a reminding summary of all the essential guidelines contained in the input document.

The first stage is more challenging due to the limited efficacy of existing NLP techniques. Egeria overcomes the difficulties by adopting a multi-layered scheme guided by some HPC domain-specific properties, as the left bottom box in Figure 1 shows. It builds its second stage upon two key text retrieval techniques, namely the VSM representations and the TF-IDF weighting method. We provide a detailed explanation on the first stage in Section 3 and the second stage in Section 4.

3 ADVISING SENTENCE RECOGNITION

Recognizing advising sentences requires the analysis of the semantic and syntax of the sentences through some NLP techniques. The main challenge is the limited efficacy of each individual existing NLP techniques.

Two key features of Egeria help it circumvent those difficulties. (1) It leverages some important properties of HPC domains, including the common patterns in the suggesting sentences in programming guides for HPC, and the importance of some special words and phrases related with performance improvements in HPC. These significantly simplify the problem. (2) It adopts a multi-layered design, employing techniques at the levels of keywords based filtering, syntactic dependence analysis, and semantic role labeling. The combination creates a synergy for one technique to complement the weaknesses of another. Meanwhile, it effectively integrates the HPC domain knowledge into the NLP techniques at each of the layers. Together, these techniques lead to five selectors that work as an assembly to recognize advising sentences with a high accuracy. We next explain these two features in more detail.

3.1 HPC Domain-Specific Properties

According to our observations on some HPC documents, advising sentences of HPC are often featured with certain patterns along with some key words. We crystallize the observations into six categories as shown in Table 1 and five sets of keywords as shown in Table 2.

As Table 1 shows, the first category corresponds to sentences that contain some critical keywords (e.g., “good choice” in the example sentence). Our observation shows that appearances of such keywords can usually offer a sufficient indication, regardless of the forms of the sentences. We put together a collection of such keywords as FLAGGING_WORDS shown in Table 2.

The second category includes sentences that involve comparative relations that are formed with certain optimization-related words (part of XCOMP_GOVERNORS in Table 2).
The third category includes some passive sentences that involve certain optimization-related keywords (part of XCOMP_GOVERNORS in Table 2).

The fourth category includes imperative sentences that involve words included in IMPERATIVE_WORDS shown in Table 2. Such a form of sentence is a frequent form used by suggesting sentences, and those keywords hint on their relevance with performance optimizations.

The fifth category includes sentences whose subjects are developer, programmer, or other special words contained in KEY_SUBJECTS in Table 2.

The final category consists of sentences with a purpose clause related with performance optimizations.

Except the first category, the patterns in the other categories are related with either the syntactic or semantic structure of the given sentence. We employ a series of NLP techniques to construct five selectors to help recognize the six patterns from an arbitrarily given sentence, as explained next.

### 3.2 Five Selectors

The five selectors we have developed work in a series. From the first to the fifth, they try to check whether the given sentence meets a certain condition. As long as the sentence meets the condition of one of the selectors, it is considered to be an “advising sentence”.

#### 3.2.1 Keyword Marching and Selector 1

The first selector is for the recognition of the first category in Table 1. It is a simple keyword matching process. One minor complexity is that one word could be in many different variations of form, such as, “argue”, “argued”, “argues”, and “argument”. We use the standard stemming technique in NLP to reduce all the forms into the stem of the word (e.g., “argu”). We do that for all the words in FLAGGING_WORDS and those in the given sentence before conducting the keyword matching. The principal rule of this selector can be formally expressed as follows:

**Rule 1.** A sentence is an advising sentence if it contains at least one of the keywords in the FLAGGING_WORDS.

#### 3.2.2 Dependency Parsing and Selectors 2,3,4

The next three selectors are for categories 2, 3, 4, and 5. As these categories are all about syntactic structures of the sentence, these selectors are all based on syntactic dependency parsing. Dependency parsing is an automatic syntactic analysis approach that analyzes the grammatical structure of a sentence. It focuses on analyzing binary asymmetrical relations (called dependency relations) between words within a sentence [7]. Dependency parsing has been successfully applied to information extraction and text analysis [8]. A dependency relation is composed of a subordinate word (called the dependent), a word on which it depends (called the governor), and an asymmetrical grammatical relation between the two words.

Figure 2 shows the dependency structure for an example sentence generated by the Stanford CoreNLP dependency parser [9]. The dependency relations are represented as arrows pointing from a governor to a dependent. Each arrow is labeled with a dependency type. For example, the noun developer is a dependent of the verb prefer with the dependency type nominal subject (nsubj) while it is a governor of the article a with the dependency type determiner (det). Dependency relations are usually written in the format: relation(governor, dependent) [10]. The relations in the two aforementioned examples are written as nsubj(prefer, developer) and det(developer, a). For the uniformity of representation, a virtual governor ROOT and a virtual relation “root” are used when expressing a word without an actual governor in the sentence. For example, for the verb prefer in the sentence Figure 2, one may write the following: root(ROOT, prefer).

Selector 2 takes advantage of dependency parsing to detect sentences in category II (certain comparative sentences) and category III (certain passive sentences). It specifically checks a dependency relation open clausal complement (xcomp) and clausal complement (ccomp). The definition of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>Example Sentences (w/ key words underlined)</th>
<th>Selection Rules*</th>
<th>Key Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Contains certain keywords</td>
<td>This can be a good choice when the host does not read the memory object to avoid the host having to make a copy of the data to transfer.</td>
<td>#1: ( \exists w \in S, w \in \text{FLAGGING_WORDS} )</td>
<td>Keyword Matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Certain kind of comparative sentences</td>
<td>Thus, a developer may prefer using buffers instead of images if no sampling operation is needed.</td>
<td>#2: ( \text{lemma}(g) \in \text{XCOMP_GOVERNORS} ) where ( g ) is the governor in a xcomp or ccomp relation</td>
<td>Syntactic Dependence Parsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Certain kind of passive sentences</td>
<td>This synchronization guarantee can often be leveraged to avoid explicit clWaitForEvents() calls between command submissions.</td>
<td>#3: ( \exists v \in S, v \in \text{ROOT and } v \in \text{IMPERATIVE_WORDS} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Certain kind of imperative sentences</td>
<td>Pinning takes time, so avoid incurring pinning costs where CPU overhead must be avoided.</td>
<td>#4: ( \text{lemma}(d) \in \text{KEY_SUBJECTS} ) where ( d ) is the dependent in a nsubj relation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Sentences with certain subjects</td>
<td>For peak performance on all devices, developers can choose to use conditional compilation for key code loops in the kernel, or in some cases even provide two separate kernels.</td>
<td>#5: ( \exists v \in S, p \in \text{KEY_PREDICATES} ) and ( p ) doesn’t have a A0 tag</td>
<td>Semantic Role Labeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Sentences with certain purposes</td>
<td>The first step in maximizing overall memory throughput for the application is to minimize data transfers with low bandwidth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (S: a given sentence; Upper-cased words: sets of keywords shown in Table 2)
xcomp relations is as follows: The governor of an xcomp relation is a verb or an adjective while the dependent is a predicative or a clausal complement without its own subject [10]. For example, in Table 1, the given sentences in categories II and III have relations xcomp(prefer, using) and xcomp(leveraged, avoid) respectively. xcomp is similar to xcomp. The principal rule used by Selector 2 is as follows:

**Rule 2.** A sentence is an advising sentence if it contains the following dependency relation: xcomp(g, *) or ccomp(g, *), where, g ∈ XCOMP_GOVERNORS.

Selector 3 is about the relevant imperative sentences. An imperative sentence is a type of sentence that gives advice or instructions or that expresses a request or command, as illustrated by the example sentence in Table 1 Category IV. Such sentences can be recognized based on such a feature: The root verb (i.e., the principal verb) in the sentence shall have no subject dependent. There are two complexities to note. First, the subject of a verb could have two types: nominal subject (nsubj) and passive nominal subject (nsubj-pass). A nominal subject is a noun phrase which is the syntactic subject of a clause, such as “instructions” in the sentence “the scalar instructions can use up to two SGPR sources per cycle”. A passive nominal subject is that of a clause, such as “instructions” in the sentence “the scalar instructions can use up to two SGPR sources per cycle”. Both types of subjects should be checked and neither should appear in the sentence. Second, the sentence must at the same time be relevant to HPC optimizations. We notice that the root verb in such sentences provide good hints in this aspect. Specifically, the selector checks whether the root verb is part of the IMPERATIVE_WORDS in Table 2, and label the imperative sentence as an HPC advising sentence if so. To address the complexities in the various verb tenses, we use the lemma of a verb, which is the verb’s canonical form (e.g., “run” for “runs”, “ran”, “running”). The principal rule used by Selector 3 is as follows:

**Rule 3.** A sentence is an advising sentence if its root verb v meets both of the following conditions:

1) lemma(v) ∈ IMPERATIVE_WORDS;
2) v is not in nsubj or nsubjpass dependency relations.

Selector 4 is for category V, sentences with certain kinds of subjects (e.g., “developers” in the category V example sentence in Table 1). It finds out the dependent of nsubj relations and then checks whether they belong to the KEY_SUBJECTS set. The principal rule used by this selector is as follows (lemma gets the canonical form of the words):

**Rule 4.** A sentence is an advising sentence if it contains the nsubj dependency relation and the lemma of the dependent ∈ KEY_SUBJECTS.

### 3.2.3 Semantic Role Labeling and Selector 5
Selector 5 treats category VI. This category involves the semantic roles (e.g., purpose) of the parts of the sentence. The selector hence employs semantic role labeling (SRL). Because SRL is generally a more complex task compared with dependency parsing and thus more error-prone, we will discuss the possibilities of getting rid of SRL by considering specific dependency patterns in Section 7.

Semantic role labeling (SRL), also called shallow semantic parsing, is an approach to detecting the semantic arguments associated with predicates or verbs of a sentence and classifying them into specific semantic roles. Semantic arguments refer to the constituents or phrases in a sentence. Semantic roles are representations that express the abstract roles that arguments of a predicate take that reveal the general semantic properties of the arguments in the sentence.

Figure 3 shows an example attained through a SRL Demo [11]. The demo follows the definition of semantic roles encoded in the lexical resource PropBank [12] and CoNLL-2004 shared task [13]. There are six different types of arguments labeled as A0-A5. These labels have different semantics for each verb as specified in the PropBank Frames scheme. In addition, there are also 13 types of adjuncts labeled as AM-XXX where XXX specifies the adjunct type. In the example, V is the predicate, A0 the subject, A1 the object, A2 the indirect object, AM-PNC the purpose. The purpose shows three “SRL” columns, with each corresponding to one semantic role relation centered on one verb. The first “SRL” column, for instance, centers around the verb ‘maximize’. This verb takes the meaning of maximize.01 in the PropBank

![Fig. 2: Dependency structure for a sentence in Comparative Sentence category. xcomp(prefer, using).](image-url)
and has a subject ‘The first step’ and an object ‘overall memory throughput for the application’. The purpose argument for the verb ‘be’ also contains a predicate ‘minimize’ and its object ‘data transfer with low bandwidth’.

Selector 5 uses SRL to detect sentences with purpose clauses. It particularly seeks for the purposes related to HPC optimizations. The predicate of the purpose clause usually offers good hints on the relevance. Our empirical study shows that, instead of finding the purpose clause of the sentence, the selector can simply check whether the predicate of a labeled argument (sentence component) belongs to KEY_PREDICATES shown in Table 2. The principal rule of this selector is put as follows:

**Rule 5.** A sentence is HPC advising sentence if it meets all the following conditions:

1) the sentence contains an argument arg whose predicate $v \in$ PREDICATE_SET;
2) the arg doesn’t have any word with label A0.

We implement the selectors based on several NLP tools. We use Stanza [14] for dependency parsing, AllenNLP [15] for SRL, and NLTK [16] for tokenization, word stemming and lemmatization. The design of the selection rules and keywords and NLP uses, are currently based on our observations about advising sentences found in HPC guides. The approach is possible to apply to non-HPC domains; some extensions in the design (keywords, rules, NLP uses) might be necessary.

### 4 Knowledge Recommendation

The second stage of Egeria is modeled as a text retrieval problem. It builds a recommendation engine that tries to identify advising sentences that are closely related with a given query. Our exploration shows that two techniques, vector space model (VSM) and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), suit the problem well.

VSM [5] is used to represent a sentence (the query or an advising sentence) in a feature vector form. It prepares for the relevancy calculations. VSM represents a piece of text as a vector of indexed terms. Each dimension corresponds to a separate term. If a term occurs in the text, its value in the vector is non-zero—the exact value is computed based on TF-IDF [5], one of the best-known weighting methods. In TF-IDF, the weight vector for a sentence $s$ is $w_s = [w_{1,s}, w_{2,s}, \ldots, w_{N,s}]^T$. Each entry is computed as:

$$w_{t,s} = tf_{t,s} \cdot \log \frac{|S|}{|\{s' \in S | t \in s'\}|}.$$  \quad (1)

where $tf_{t,s}$ is the term frequency of term $t$ in the sentence and $\log \frac{|S|}{|\{s' \in S | t \in s'\}|}$ is the inverse sentence frequency. $|S|$ is the total number of sentences in the sentence set and $|\{s' \in S | t \in s'\}|$ is the number of sentences containing the term $t$. The sentence similarity between a sentence $s$ and a query $q$ is calculated as cosine similarity:

$$sim(s,q) = \frac{v_s^T v_q}{\|v_s\| \|v_q\|}.$$  \quad (2)

Our implementation of VSM is based on Gensim [17].

An advising tool produced by Egeria reports the top-ranked sentences (having a similarity score higher than an adjustable similarity threshold) as the answer to user’s query. We use 0.15 as the default similarity threshold. Users can easily adjust the similarity threshold through the interface to control the number of advising sentences they get. To make the sentences easy to understand, the answer is shown in an HTML web page with the hyper references associated with the sentences that link to the paragraph in the original document. The advising tool contains an interface for inputting queries. Besides directly inputting queries, users may also upload a program execution report of a program execution as the query. Egeria currently supports GPU performance reports (a PDF file output from NVIDIA NVPP) [3], from which, the advising tools by Egeria can find the described key performance issues through simple regular expression based search according to the report format.

### 5 Evaluations

We conduct a set of experiments to examine the efficacy of Egeria. Our experiments are designed to answer the following four major questions: 1) Is Egeria useful for programmers in easing their efforts in optimizing programs? 2) Do we really need the recognition of advising sentences for easing the use of programming guides? How much does it help compared to other methods? 3) How does the similarity threshold in knowledge recommendation stage affect the performance? 4) Do we really need the sophisticated NLP-based design to recognize advising sentences? How much does it help compared to other designs?

Due to space limit, please refer to our conference paper [6] for the comparisons between our multi-layered design and alternative methods (Question 4). Here, we just briefly mention the key observations. Experiments on CUDA [18], OpenCL [19], and Xeon Phi [20] programming guides show that Egeria can recognize the advising sentences from these guides with over 80% precision rates, significantly higher than other alternative methods.

We next report our experiments and results on the first three questions. We start with a user study, showing how useful Egeria is to help programmers address some performance issues of CUDA programs. We then provide some detailed examinations of the benefits of the two-staged design of Egeria in Section 5.2 and a sensitivity study of the similarity threshold in Section 5.3.

### 5.1 User Study

The user study focuses on an advising tool generated by Egeria to show how one can use NVIDIA profiler data or questions to retrieve relevant and helpful tuning advice. We got the advising tool by applying Egeria on the NVIDIA CUDA Programming Guide [18], which was created to guide the development or optimizations of code to run on NVIDIA GPUs. We call the tool CUDA Adviser. The interface of the tool is shown in Figure 4.

Given a query, either an Nvidia Visual Profiler (NVVP) report or a natural language-based query, our CUDA Adviser responds with recommended sentences. (Users can optionally ask it to also list all other advising sentences in the subsections containing those recommended sentences. In that case, the recommended ones will be highlighted) We do not limit the number of sentences the tool can suggest. An advising sentence is suggested as long as it is sufficiently relevant (the similarity threshold is 0.15 as stated in Section 4). In our experiments, the number of suggested sentences for a query is typically 5-25. In the extreme case that no good answers exist, the advising tool gives “No relevant sentences found”.

In the user study, 37 graduate students were asked to manually optimize a sparse matrix manipulation program written using CUDA. The program contains a kernel that makes some normalization to values in a matrix. The original program has optimization potential in multiple aspects, including memory accesses, thread divergences, loop controls, and cache performance. All students were given the original CUDA programming guide and were allowed to use any other resources and tools (including NVIDIA GPU profiling tools) in the process, while Egeria were provided to 22 randomly chosen students out of the 37. There are two ways that students could use CUDA Adviser. One is to feed it with an NVVP report, the other is to directly query it with questions. We gave no restrictions on how the students can use the tool. They typically started with the first approach and then used the second approach when they had other questions. As a course project, the students were asked to submit the optimized code and report in two weeks.

An NVVP report usually has four sections. The first section provides an overview of the performance issues while the later three sections each describe the problems in each of the three main aspects: instruction and memory latency; compute resources; memory bandwidth. Some of the later three sections could be empty if no issues exist in those aspects. Each performance issue in a section contains three parts ‘title’, ‘description’, and optional ‘optimization’. We use all the three parts to compose our queries. When fed with an NVVP report, our CUDA Adviser searches within each section and take subsections that contain the “Optimization:” identifier as performance issue-related contents. It then extracts those subsections as performance issue-related contents. Table 3 shows the extracted performance issues for the sparse matrix program used in this case study. Each title and its description are combined to form a query to our CUDA Adviser.

Figure 5 shows the sentences suggested by our CUDA Adviser given the example NVVP report. For space limitations, it shows only the sentences selected from Chapter 5 of the CUDA Guide (eight other sentences were chosen in the other 14 chapters). Besides the recommended sentences, the figure also shows some of the other advising sentences residing in the same subsections as the suggested sentences do. The recommended ones are highlighted in the figure.

Among the eight recommended sentences, we can see that the following sentence directly provides suggestions on handling the “register usage” issue:

Register usage can be controlled using the maxregcount compiler option or launch bounds as described in Launch Bounds.

The following sentence is closely related to the “divergent branches” issue:

To obtain best performance in cases where the control flow depends on the thread ID, the controlling condition should be written so as to minimize the number of divergent warps.

With the response, if users want to learn more details, they can easily access the corresponding subsections in the original document through hyper-links associated with each section/subsection title in the summary (these titles are underlined in Figure 5). For example, by examining Section 5.4.2, Control Flow Instruction, which contains the aforementioned recommended sentence on “divergent branches”, users can find the following sentences that explain warp divergence:

Any flow control instruction (...) can significantly impact the effective instruction throughput by causing threads of the same warp to diverge (...). If this happens, the different executions paths have to be serialized, increasing the total number of instructions executed for this warp...

The reports we received from the students in the user study indicated that the retrieved advising sentence along with its context from the original document helped them identify an optimization opportunity on the if-else block shown in Figure 6a. The optimized version of the block is shown in Figure 6b which has the if-else branches removed.

In addition to NVVP reports, students also posted queries to the advising tool. Some example queries were “warp execution efficiency”, “How to avoid thread divergence”, “memory access coalescence”, and so on.

According to students’ report and optimized code, optimizations by the Egeria group included memory optimizations (e.g., “rarrange memory access instructions”), minimize thread divergences (e.g., “remove if-else”), increase the amount of parallelism (e.g., “tuning the dimensions of thread blocks and grids”), and minimize the number of instructions a thread needs to do (e.g. “loop unrolling”). The non-Egeria group as a whole covered most of these optimizations, but an individual in that group typically implemented fewer optimizations than an individual in the
TABLE 3: Subsections from an Example NVVP Report for Indicating Performance Issues (with the descriptions abridged).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsection</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPU Utilization May Be Limited By Register Usage</td>
<td>Theoretical occupancy is less than 100% but is large enough that increasing occupancy may not improve performance. The kernel uses 31 registers for each thread (7936 registers for each block).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergent Branches</td>
<td>Compute resource are used most efficiently when all threads in a warp have the same branching behavior. When this does not occur the branch is said to be divergent. Divergent branches lower warp execution efficiency which leads to inefficient use of the GPU’s compute resources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Effectiveness of the Two-Level Design

In this part, we report a deeper examination of the effectiveness of the two-level design featured by Egeria, and compare it with some alternative methods.

Recall that the key idea of the two-stage design is to first recognize advising sentences, and then from them, find the sentences related with the input query. We compare it with two one-stage methods:

- **Keywords method**: This method uses keywords in the input query to directly search the original programming guide to find relevant sentences. Both the keywords and the words in the document are reduced to their stem forms to allow matchings among different variants of a word.
- **Full-doc method**: This method also queries the original programming guide without first extracting advising sentences. Unlike the **keywords method**, this method does not use keywords, but uses the same knowledge recommendation method as Egeria uses—that is, through the use of VSM and TF-IDF techniques as Section 4 describes.

We applied the several methods to four GPU performance profiling reports. These reports were collected through an NVIDIA GPU profiling tool (NVPP)\(^4\), with each containing a detailed description of the performance issues of a GPU program execution. The four reports are for the following four CUDA programs:

- **knnjoin.cu**: a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) program that has thread divergence problems in the kernel;
- **knnjoin-opt.cu**: knnjoin.cu after some task reordering to reduce the thread divergence for the kernel;
- **trans.cu**: a matrix transpose that has a large number of non-coalesced memory accesses;
- **trans-opt.cu**: trans.cu after optimizing the memory accesses through the use of 2D surface memory.

We denote the Egeria group used and did, as with Egeria, it is easier to identify a comprehensive set of relevant optimizations. We did not see a significant difference in the amount of prior GPU experience between the two groups of students. A quantitative examination of responses’ accuracy and comparison is in the next subsection.

Table 4 reports the speedups that the students’ optimizations have achieved on two GPUs of different models over the original CUDA program. The much larger speedups obtained by the students that have used Egeria suggest the usefulness of the advising tool by Egeria: With its advice, the students were able to better target the set of suitable optimizations in their explorations, which has saved them time in searching in the original documents or other resources and has helped prevent them from trying many irrelevant optimizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>GeForce GTX 780</th>
<th>GeForce GTX 480</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1: Egeria used</td>
<td>6.27X</td>
<td>5.93X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2: Egeria not used</td>
<td>4.09X</td>
<td>3.58X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Performance Guidelines

5.1. Overall Performance Optimization Strategies
- Performance optimization revolves around three basic strategies: Maximize parallel execution to achieve maximum utilization; Optimize memory usage to achieve maximum memory throughput; Optimize instruction usage to achieve maximum instruction throughput.
- Which strategies will yield the best performance gain for a particular portion of an application depends on the performance limiters for that portion; optimizing instruction usage of a kernel that is mostly limited by memory accesses will not yield any significant performance gain, for example.
- Optimization efforts should therefore be constantly directed by measuring and monitoring the performance limiters, for example using the CUDA profiler.

5.2. Maximize Utilization

5.2.3. Multiprocessor Level
- At an even lower level, the application should maximize parallel execution between the various functional units within a multiprocessor.
- Register usage can be controlled using the maxrregcount compiler option or launch bounds as described in Launch Bounds.
- Applications can also parameterize execution configurations based on register file size and shared memory size, which depends on the compute capability of the device, as well as on the number of multiprocessors and memory bandwidth of the device, all of which can be queried using the runtime (see reference manual).
- The number of threads per block should be chosen as a multiple of the warp size to avoid wasting computing resources with under-populated warps as much as possible.

5.3. Maximize Instruction Throughput
- To maximize instruction throughput the application should: Minimize the use of arithmetic instructions with low throughput; this includes trading precision for speed when it does not affect the end result, such as using intrinsic instead of regular functions (intrinsic functions are listed in Intrinsic Functions), single-precision instead of double-precision, or flushing denormalized numbers to zero; Minimize divergent warps caused by control flow instructions as detailed in Control Flow Instructions Reduce the number of instructions, for example, by optimizing out synchronization points whenever possible as described in Synchronization Instruction or by using restricted pointers as described in ...,
TABLE 5: Quality of Answers on Performance Queries. (P: precision; R: recall; F: F-measure).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NVVP Report</th>
<th>Performance Issues</th>
<th>#gnd truth</th>
<th>Egeria Method</th>
<th>Full-doc Method</th>
<th>Keywords Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>knnjoin</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knnjoin_opt</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans_opt</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P1: Low Warp Execution Efficiency; P2: Divergent Branches; P3: Global Memory Alignment and Access Pattern; P4: GPU Utilization is Limited by Memory Instruction Execution; P5: Instruction Latencies may be Limiting Performance; P6: GPU Utilization is Limited by Memory bandwidth.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis

In knowledge recommendation stage (Section 4), the default similarity threshold is set to 0.15 as shown in Figure 4. The advising tools only recommend advising sentences with a similarity score higher than the default threshold. To investigate the influence of the similarity threshold, we evaluated the performance of the three methods (Egeria, Full-doc, and Keywords) under different threshold settings.

We vary the similarity threshold from zero to 0.5 with a step size of 0.01. Figure 7 shows the Precision and Recall curves (PRCs) and Receiver Operating Characteristic curves (ROCs) for two benchmarks used in Table 5. The PRCs and ROCs for other benchmarks are similar. Since the Keywords method does not use the knowledge recommendation algorithm as Egeria and Full-doc method use, it is not affected by different similarity thresholds. The different triangle points correspond to different keywords in the input query. The smaller the similarity threshold is, the larger number of recommended sentences and higher false-positive rate and true positive rates we see.

According to the PRCs in Figure 7, with the same recall, the Egeria method gives the highest precision consistently. Also, it is worth mention that our default similarity threshold (i.e. 0.15) achieves a good balance between recall and precision: it yields, in most cases, a recall rate of 100% and also the highest precision. With a smaller threshold, more sentences are recommended at the expense of a decrease in precision since the query results are diluted by advising sentences that may not be solutions to the specific query. For instance, in Figure 7b, a similarity threshold of 0.8 can give a recall rate of 100% but a precision rate of 35.5% (31 recommended sentences). This means that a user needs to go through more information to find potential solutions. In practice, with our advising tools, users can adjust the similarity threshold to control the number of recommended sentences to meet their needs.

6 Extensions for Semantic Sensitivity

We adopted the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) to represent advising sentences. This representation allows sentence ranking according to their possible relevance based on the number of overlapped words and the importance of those words. The main limitation is that it cannot recognize the relevance between sentences with a similar meaning but in different term vocabularies. It is called the semantic sensitivity problem.

Several models (e.g. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [22], Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [23], Random Projection (RP) [24]) have been proposed to avoid the semantic sensitivity problem by learning representation for a document.
in a latent semantic space with lower dimensionality. Each latent dimension corresponds to a latent topic. Each document is represented in terms of latent topics rather than words. These models rely on different techniques to determine the relationship between words and latent topics. LSI, also called Latent Semantic Analysis, uses a mathematical technique called Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) for dimension reduction. For real corpora, the recommended number of target dimensions is 200-500 [25]. LDA is a probabilistic extension of LSI, which means that the latent topics of LDA are probability distributions over words and also that each document is a soft mixture of topics. RP is a more computationally efficient, yet sufficiently accurate method for dimension reduction, compared with LSI. In RP, the original high dimensional data is projected onto a lower-dimensional subspace using a random matrix.

Recent proposed word embeddings (e.g., Word2Vec [26], [27], [28] and GloVe [29] learn a low-dimensional vector representation, called embedding, for each word. These embeddings capture the semantic relationships among words. For example, \( \text{vec}(\text{Berlin}) - \text{vec}(\text{Germany}) + \text{vec}(\text{France}) \) is close to \( \text{vec}(\text{Paris}) \), where \( \text{vec}(\cdot) \) is the embedding function. Based on the embeddings, one can calculate the distance between two documents by Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) [30].

We compared these advanced models and Word2Vec with TF-IDF. For methods LSI, LDA, and RP, we set the latent dimension to 50, 100, and 200. For Word2Vec, we used word embeddings of dimension 100 pre-trained on Wikipedia and Gigaword [29] and finetuned these embeddings on the CUDA programming guide using Gensim [17]. The ROCs for the benchmark knnjoin (issue 1) and trans (issue 2), with different models and a latent dimension 100 are shown in Figure 8. Other benchmarks and latent dimensions have similar observations. Given the same false-positive rate, these advanced models yield similar or even worse true positive rate compared with TF-IDF. This may result from the limited size of the training corpus (i.e. sentences from CUDA Programming Guide). Further explorations with larger training data sizes can be more meaningful.

## 7 Extensions for Advising Sentence Recognition

Advising sentence recognition takes advantage of HPC domain-specific properties, including advising sentence patterns and corresponding keywords, to simplify the problem into five simpler ones. This results in five selectors working as an ensemble to identify advising sentences with high accuracy. Although this multi-layered design has shown much better results over the alternatives in our conference paper [6], the five selectors rely on exact matching with the sets of keywords listed in Table 2. The first open question is whether we can further improve the classification accuracy if Egeria can identify advising sentences that contain semantic-equivalent or semantic-similar words. Also, the fifth selector (Rule #5) uses semantic role labeling (SRL) which is generally a more complex task than dependency parsing and thus more error-prone. The second open question is whether we can replace semantic role labeling with the more accurate dependency parsing technique by considering specific dependency patterns. This section reports our explorations to answer the two open questions.

**Keyword Expansion.** We leveraged pre-trained word2vec [27] to expand the sets of keywords in Table 2. We add a word \( w \) from the programming guide into a set of keywords \( S \), where \( S \in \{ \text{FLAGGING WORDS, XCOMP, GOVERNORS, IMPERATIVE WORDS, KEY SUBJECTS, KEY PREDICATES} \} \) if the cosine similarity between \( w \) and any word in the set \( S \) is larger than a threshold. We vary the threshold from 0.8 to 0.95. The five selectors then use the expanded sets of keywords to classify advising sentences.

We call the method egeria-word2vec and show its classification performance in Figure 9 as a ROC curve. We compare egeria-word2vec with two other methods egeria and keywordAll. For the keywordAll approach, we used the same experiment setting: we apply the first selector (the keyword-based selector) but use the union of all the keywords used in all selectors as the replacement of the FLAGGING WORDS.

According to Figure 9, egeria-word2vec with a high similarity threshold can achieve the same accuracy as egeria in recognizing advising sentences. When we lower the similarity threshold to include more semantic-similar keywords, it is worse than the keywordAll approach under the same false-positive rate. This means incorporating semantic-similar words into the sets of keywords lower the precision of the advising sentence recognition.

**Selector Approximation** We replaced the fifth selector (Rule #5) introduced in Section 3.2.3 using the following simpler dependency parsing-based rule:

**Rule 6.** A sentence is a HPC advising sentence if it meets all the following conditions:

1) The sentence contains a verb \( v \) and \( \text{lemma}(v) \in \text{KEY PREDICATES} \).

2) \( v \) is not in any \text{sub}\text{y} dependency relation.

We use egeria-apsrl to refer to the advising sentence recognition method using the five selectors, Rule #1-#4 and Rule #6. Its classification performance is shown in Figure 9. egeria-apsrl is able to achieve similar precision and recall compared with egeria.

## 8 Related Work

The importance of tools for HPC has been well recognized. Through the years, many high quality HPC tools have been developed. HPCToolkit [1] provides a set of tools for
profiling and analyzing HPC program executions. Other tools for performance profiling include some code-centric tools (e.g., VTune [31], Oprofile [32], CodeAnalyzer [33], and Gprof [34]) and some other data-centric tools [35], [36], [37], [38]. Just for GPU, there are numerous performance profiling tools (e.g., NVVP [2], NVProf [2], CodeXL [39], GPU PerfStudio [40], Snapdragon [41]). There have also been many profiling tools developed for data centers and cloud (e.g., PerfCompass [42]). All these tools have concentrated on measuring and identifying the main performance issues, rather than creating advising tools for offering advice on how to fix the issues.

NLP has been used in software engineering broadly. For instance, it has been used for some bug report classification [43], bug report summarization [44], bug severity prediction [45], and relevant source files retrieval [46]. The goals of those work differ from the recognition of advising sentences. For instance, report summarization aims at creating a representative summary or abstract of a report [47]. It focuses on finding the most informative sentences, which may not be advising sentences. The different goals of Egeria motivate its unique design and distinctive ways to leverage NLP techniques.

9 Conclusion

We developed the framework Egeria for automatic synthesis of HPC advising tools. Advising tools generated by Egeria can provide users with a list of important optimization guidelines to remind them of available optimization rules, and suggest related optimization advice based on the performance issues of a program or questions from a user. Egeria is made possible by integrating HPC domain properties with NLP techniques for recognizing advising sentences with a high accuracy. Both qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate the usefulness of Egeria for HPC.
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